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As the development of society and business of China, pets are more and more
attractive to normal people. Pets become a part of people’s life. There are more
pet lovers and pet owners. Under this circumstance, pet owners need
professional pets care services. On the other side, pet lovers may have trouble
having a pet for allergy and other problems. They need a chance to play with
pets. And coffee or café industry has been developing at an amazing speed. We
would create a pet café to satisfy pet owners and pet lovers’ need. After a period,
we hope the fans circle will be huge enough to build a professional pet treat
platform.
The essay used related theories to analyze the project and find out there’s
enough needs under customer and market analysis. We can get to a result of fine
financial performance after well designed promotion and qualified staff’s working.
The investment can be reclaimed very soon. All in all, the project is profitable and
can be executed.
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